wide-ranging effects, which is why NATO served as a deterrence actor, especially during the Cold War. 9 At the same time, it also identified that by promoting and preserving individual rights, through interaction with state actors, it could prevent conflict and protect the NATO members. 10 The events of 9/11 ushered in a new period for NATO, as the threat posed by al-Qaeda called for a multifaceted approach to security that oscillated between upholding a traditional security policy (protecting the territorial sovereignty of the member states) and addressing the causes that lead to the rise of nihilist, transnational terrorist groups. Accordingly, NATO's security identity concentrated on two multifaceted themes: a security program for the Euro-Atlantic zone that focused on anti-terrorism and internal security (security for the homelands that is technical in nature and orientation) and counter-terrorism, liberal peace-driven, nationbuilding program understood as liberal peacebuilding, 11 as a means to attain external security. 12 In 2014, NATO as it places the Afghan experience behind it, faces new questions on whether the alliance needs a new agenda not to mention an identity so that it could remain relevant in international relations. 13 The challenges stem in part from the evolution of threats from non-traditional security 14 or unforeseeable crises such as natural disasters, large populations, disease coupled with the need to reduce public spending. It is important to emphasis that even though it remains largely unclear what is NATO's budget and the specific amount that each member provides the alliance, the assumption is that the cost of keeping NATO is large. 15 Thus, one way for NATO to remain relevant at a time of economic austerity and a general, albeit unspecific, 10 Article 2 calls on the NATO members to promote their ideals -democracy, freedom and economic liberalismasserting that such a campaign enhances international peace and security. 11 Oliver Richmond identifies four strands with the liberal peace tradition: victor's peace in which the victor imposes a framework on the vanquished; an institutional peace which calls on states to develop a legal and normative framework that is multilateral in its nature; a constitutional peace, which evolves from a Kantian conception of peace that calls for democracy, trade and a set of cosmopolitan values; and, civil peace which underlines the importance of civilian advocacy and mobilization to defend basic human rights. Oliver P. Richmond, ' 14 Katja Weber describes non-traditional security challenges as threats that do not impact territorial sovereignty but rather society, communities and individuals necessitating multilateral responses. Katja Weber, 'Recalibrating SovereigntyRelated Norms: Europe, Asia and Non-Traditional Security Challenges,' Journal of European Integration, Vol. 35, No. 1 (2013), p. 19. 15 The Dutch Court of Audit, which is an independent organization that reviews government spending has called for a greater debate about NATO's spending and the fact that the whole system, including NATO's budget for military, civilian and investment projects was $3.27 billion in 2013, without explaining how much its member contributes. Anthony Deutsch, 'Dutch auditor calls for more transparency on NATO spending', Reuters, Jun. 10, 2014. http://www.reuters.com/article/2014/06/10/us-nato-budget-netherlands-idUSKBN0EL13T20140610. opposition to defense spending is by developing an identity tailored on addressing the link between weak, fragile states and Islamist extremism, particularly in the Middle East and North Africa (MENA) region, which poses a direct and immediate threat to the NATO member states and international security. 16 The paper opens by reviewing the concept of human security and its implication for NATO before shifting attention to the alliance's 2002 Military Concept for Defense against Terrorism (MCDAT), structured to combine NATO's traditional security focus -protecting member states from attacks on their sovereign territory -with human security 17 (addressing civil, political, social and economic rights violations) that called for statebuilding. The second section offers an overview of the 2012 Chicago Summit and the 2014 Wales Summit, as the member states discussed the end of Afghan mission and the need to adapt to a new security environment that included the formulation of Smart Defense Doctrine 18 and greater support for a cooperative agenda, in which NATO actively seeks to work with states and regional organizations. The third section analyzes the potential impact of the Common Security and Defense Policy on NATO, as 21 out of the 28 states that are members of NATO are EU countries. The premise of the section is that it is likely that the EU will continue to encroach on NATO's domain, as it seeks its own security identity. 19 The final section reviews NATO's two large maritime, security operations: Operation Active Endeavour and Operation Ocean Shield which underline NATO's recognition that its ability to engage in mass land operations has greatly declined, leading it to search for another way to emphasize its usefulness, which is maritime security. Simply, it is argued that NATO is a multinational actor used to operating in high-pressure environments, making it well suited to operate in zones and areas that are culturally, geographically, and politically diverse.
Human Security, Traditional Security & MDCAT 20
The end of the Cold War meant that threats from traditional sources -states -were replaced by threats from non-traditional avenues such as drastic climate change, terrorist organizations, and unexpected population 16 There are numerous explanations for why individuals turn to terrorism, though the approach taken in the context of this paper is based on a human security analysis. To put it differently, states that "deny subsistence rights along with civil and political rights create an environment that is conducive to the development of terrorism. 17 Human insecurity refers to environments were individuals suffer or face gross human rights violations. 18 Smart defense, which can also be understood as 'smart power' has two key elements, first, that constrained defense budgets demand that nations engage in specialization as a way to reduce costs. This therefore calls for revised militaries, as no every nation for example needs a submarine capability. The second element refers multilateralism as a way to spread the costs. James Stavidis, 'Sailing on to the NATO Chicago Summit', United States European Command, Apr. 30, 2012, http://www.eucom.mil/media-library/blog%20post/23317/sailing-on-to-the-nato-chicago-summit; Oliver Barnett, 'Talking 'Smart Power' with Admiral Stavidis', The Washington Post, Jul. 25, 2013, http://www.usnews.com/opinion/blogs/world-report/2013/07/25/recently-retired-nato-commander-james-stavridison-conflict-resolution. 19 The European Union through the Common Foreign and Security Policy, which incorporates the European Security and Defense Policy, has led the EU to undertake over twenty operations that include Atalanta, the EU's first maritime ESDP designed to deter pirates off the Somali coast to EU's mission in the Congo. 20 Security define human security as, "protecting people from severe and pervasive threats, both natural and societal, and empowering individuals and communities to develop the capabilities for making informed choices and acting on their own behalf." 21 In its most basic form, human security is a holistic, evolving, people-centric interpretation of security that exists when an individual has political and civil rights ("freedom from fear") and social and economic rights ("freedom from want"). 22 Human security therefore places a strong emphasis on people, their rights understood through the rubric of international human rights law and the rights of communities as opposed to the state prerogative. It is this commitment to human rights that explains why human security proponents reject the notion that a state can derogate from human rights. 23 25 The Communiqué declared, "We reiterate our determination to combat the threat of terrorism for as long as necessary." It further stated, "…we will continue to strengthen our national and collective capacities to protect our populations, territory and forces from any armed attack, including terrorist attack, directed from abroad. Initially, MCDAT called for a "hard power" response to terrorism, manifested in the deployment of military forces to search, capture and kill members of al-Qaeda; a military intervention in Afghanistan to remove the Taliban and the condition that facilitated the country being a safe-haven for al-Qaeda; and, the shoring up of the homeland through an expansive defense system that includes crisis and disaster management and a new legal counter-terrorism regime. In other words, the response was tailored to meet the threat abroad, as the "Allied nations agree that terrorists should not be allowed to base, train, plan, stage and execute terrorist actions and that the threat may be severe enough to justify acting against these terrorists and those who harbor [sic.] them, as and where required, as decided by the North Atlantic Council." 26 Thus, MCDAT rests on two pillars: threat assessment and military operations. Threat assessment was left deliberately vague, as threats evolve, especially when it comes to terrorism, necessitating a case-by-case approach. Simply, there is value in a loose definition, which permits flexibility, ensuring that one could engage in counter-and/or anti-terrorism measures, depending on the case. 27 Therefore, in developing its threat assessments, NATO considers not only what factors may lead to terrorist activity, but also what measures the alliance can and should take to resolve them, suggesting that NATO has enormous latitude, not only in defining the threats but in how to respond to them. 28 Under the rubric of military operations, MDCAT identified four key roles for NATO: anti-terrorism terrorists. Arguably, the purpose behind forming the unit was to aid in intelligence sharing, 29 something that is naturally difficult to achieve, as intelligence organizations are disinclined to share information. 30 NATO's clearest counter-terrorism action was its involvement in Afghanistan, which has attracted enormous practical and academic interest. 34 Prima facie, counter-terrorism activities would rest within the domain of traditional security as it necessitates military force to address the threats posed by terrorist. Thus, NATO's involvement in Afghanistan, an out-of-area operation stemmed from the fact that the United States needed NATO to fulfill the role that the U.S. was doing in response to the infrastructure and the security situation in Afghanistan, as Washington's focus was shifting to Iraq. That is, ISAF was to pursue a securitydevelopment program that meant helping Afghans rebuild their country. 35 35 Notably, U.S. forces were to remain focus on seeking out and destroying al-Qaeda, ensuring that between 2003 and 2014, two operations were running in Afghanistan, a counterinsurgency one designed to fight al-Qaeda and the Taliban; and a second, tailored on the neo-liberal state-building model, though increasingly being understood through a securitydevelopment paradigm. Thus, for example Security Council Resolution 1510 (2003) ISAF's mandate was expanded beyond Kabul and was authorized "to support the Afghan Transitional Authority and its successors in the maintenance of security in areas of Afghanistan outside of Kabul and its environs, so that the Afghan Authorities as well as the personnel of the United Nations and other international civilian personnel engaged, in particular, in reconstruction and humanitarian adopted the stance that the security and stability of Afghanistan was linked to its own security. 36 Third, NATO wanted to address the root causes that made Afghanistan a safe-haven for Islamic, jihadi terrorism. 37 Thus, when NATO took charge of ISAF in August 2003, NATO, it assumed responsibility for maintaining a secure environment for free and fair elections and the development of the rule of law; aiding in reconstruction;
and supporting the development and training of Afghan security forces including teaching them about human rights. 38 Over time however, it became apparent that a successful counterterrorism policy required addressing the political, civil, social, and economic conditions in weak, fragile and undemocratic societies, and therefore NATO, and other actors such as the EU, assumed a more of a state-builder, rights promoter role in the hope of addressing the root causes of radicalism and anti-westernism. 39 In sum, the mission in many ways underlined the need for a traditional security-human security doctrine for NATO, as NATO went into Afghanistan employing traditional security tools to what essentially was a human security mission: provide basic security for the people of Afghanistan. Ultimately, however was happened was that NATO's combat mission help undermine the stabilization mandate and the rebuilding process as by acting as a traditional security actor, NATO was eliciting negative reactions from the Afghans.
Astri Suhrke captured this paradox by referring to an assault in the Sangin District, Helmand Province carried out by 5,500 ISAF soldiers, 1,000 U.S. paratrooper supported by 6000 Afghan soldiers. Suhrke writes, "Afterwards, one of the elders, Haji Mohammed Yaqub, said he believed the valley was now quiet enough for reconstruction to begin. But, he added, it was probably too late for the NATO force to be welcomed by most Force. This section briefly reviews the Chicago Summit, during which the concept of Smart Defense developed.
It also reviews the 2014 Wales Summit, which sought to guarantee that the Alliance continues to be at the forefront of promoting stability and security in an unstable world. Attention than shifts to the CDSP, which could challenge NATO's existence as it is ultimately a European, as opposed to a transatlantic security community. These considerations may explain why the summit recognized that NATO has to cooperate and collaborate with others. Thus, Smart Defense has a strong European focus in that it aims to keep the European states committed to the NATO defense goals by seeking spending at a time when the Europeans are cutting down on spending. It has three key elements: prioritization, referring to the need to align national capability priorities with NATO's capability goals; cooperation in terms of pooling military capabilities with the members to enjoy economies of scale and improve inter-operability; and, specialization, calling on member states to invest in areas that they excel in and relinquish capability in others. 43 Simply, Smart Defense refers to "how NATO can help nations to build greater security with fewer resources but more coordination and coherence, so that together we can avoid the financial crisis from becoming a security crisis." 44 Additionally, Smart Defense is also an 41 The experts declared "Between now and 2020, it will be tested by the emergence of new dangers, the many-sided demands of complex operations, and the challenge of organizing itself efficiently in an era where rapid responses are vital, versatility critical, and resources tight." They added, "NATO needs a new Strategic Concept because the world has changed significantly since 1999, when the current concept was adopted. attempt to address the defense budget spending imbalance, which irks the United States, which often claims that it carries the heavier burden. 45 At Chicago, NATO addressed the challenge of countering terrorism by recognizing that the alliance must remain vested in this issue because the terrorism threat to the Euro-Atlantic Zone and international relations remains potent. The question however was on the methods, as "hard power" ceased to be an option. In adopting a new policy guideline, NATO's focus when it came to counterterrorism was with awareness, capabilities, and engagement, 46 Program, 47 but it committed itself to improve intelligence sharing and cooperation, developing defense capabilities against terrorist attack and the means to address the consequences of terrorist attack. 48 NATO adopted took this approach probably because it had to be mindful of European national civilian and judicial authorities, who in 2012 were more willing to question, challenge, and reject state policies in relation to terrorism. 49 Thus, under the first pillar, awareness, NATO emphasized its ability to foster resilience, mainly by highlighting the threat that transnational terrorism poses (as a defensive, military organization, NATO's warnings arguably carry more weight than if them came from a non-military, security actor). In terms of capabilities, NATO stressed the experience it had acquired in addressing asymmetric threats, specifically in air defense, CBRN and non-proliferation of weapons of mass destruction, airspace security, maritime security, and protection of critical infrastructure. On the issue of engagement, NATO proposed a holistic approach, which resonated with a human security paradigm. Drawing on the framework established in the Comprehensive Approach Action Plan -linking development with security -NATO made a commitment to reach out to international partners such as the Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe, the UN, the EU, and 45 In his Munich Speech, Secretary-General Rasmussen not only noted that defense spending by NATO's European member nations declined by approximately 45 billion, while China has tripled its defense expenditure over the past decade while the Indian defense budget rose BY almost 60 per cent in the same period. Thus, for Rasmussen Smart Defense would prevent a division within Europe over security responsibility and a weak Europe, as without a commitment to defense spending, the Europeans would be unable to meet the challenge of global security, leading the Americans "look elsewhere for reliable defence partners." '''Building security in an age of austerity'',' Keynote speech by NATO civilian bodies to aid in crisis management by making references to shared responsibilities, openness, and individual strengths. Under this pillar, NATO underlined its value -experience -in aiding actors engaged in non-traditional responses -institution building, development, governance, and rule of law -to security threats. 50 In sum, Chicago attempted to raise the need for the alliance's to formulate a more holistic, non-traditional security outlook to counter terrorism, as the member states are unlikely to engage in an Afghanistan-type mission in the near future, if ever at all. The major issue however was the economic pressures that were impacting national defense budgets, which led Secretary-General Anders Fogh Rasmussen to advocate for Smart Defense, as a way to cement the alliance as divisions over cost allocation were clearly cause concern, as well as emphasis that it could ensure that the alliance remains relevant in international affairs and retain its responsibilities for international security.
The Chicago

The Wales Summit: Seeking Stability in an Unstable World
Two years after the Chicago Summit, the NATO Heads of State and Government met at Newport, Wales for a two-days summit aimed at addressing "a pivotal moment in Euro-Atlantic security." 51 The initial focus was going to be with cyber-and ballistic-missile threats, the reinvigoration of NATO's maritime posture and general readiness. 52 However, events changed the focus as noted by NATO Secretary General Rasmussen who declared in his Doorstep Statement, "To the East, Russia is attacking Ukraine. To the Southeast, we see the rise of a terrorist organization, the so-called Islamic State, that has committed horrific atrocities. To the South, we see violence, insecurity, instability." 53 The Summit's declaration captured five, interconnected, issues that would seemingly govern the alliance as it moves forward. 54 In focusing on the crisis in the Ukraine, the alliance not only issued the Joint Statement of the NATO-Ukraine Commission but it made the Wales Pledge: a set of comprehensive and specific measures that NATO would make to the Ukraine in respect to the rehabilitation for injured troops, cyber defense, logistics, and command and control and communications. 55 The issue however was also about expressing concern with Russia and some of President Putin's policies and general attitudes towards international peace and security. Thus, the allies emphasized that that Russia was breaching international law, causing regional insecurity that was impacting neighboring states and essentially not behaving as a trustful, reliable ally. 56 Nonetheless, there is also an element of pragmatism in the declaration as the allies recognize their limitations in terms of offering a robust -military -response. Therefore, the focus is very much on finding peaceful solutions, mainly through negotiations and sanctions, including a commitment not to recognize the annexation of the Crimea. Interspersed with the imploding crisis in the Ukraine, was the allies' commitment to address defense spending, specifically the disparity in contributions. At Wales however it was not so much about the amount, but the quality, which led to a focus on the need for greater multilateralism and specialization, specifically in reference to defense industrial cooperation, leading the alliance to declare, "NATO and EU efforts to strengthen defense capabilities are complementary." 57 The third issue was the need to reform the alliance by not only improving its own readiness to take quick military action, but support to its allies, new and old one. The focus on partnership was a continuation on the Chicago Summit, when the allies recognized it had a readiness problem, leading to the adoption of the Readiness Action Plan (RAP), which involves the setting up of 'spearhead unit' (or 'very high-readiness joint task force') of 4,000 troops within the NATO Response Force, which NATO emphasizes are not combat forces, as such a thing would be a breach of NATO's commitment to Russia not to station combat troops in central and eastern Europe. The new force was to be deployable at short notice (within 48 hours). 58 At Wales, however, the allies expanded its commitment to partnership within and beyond the Euro-Atlantic zone. 59 Thus, for example NATO reached out to the Gulf Cooperation Council, which includes encouraging the Gulf states to participate in NATO's Ocean Shield operation and interoperability, with NATO taking the view that the role played by the United Arab Emirates and Qatar in aerial operations during the Libya intervention underline mutual interests and that NATO can work with Gulf states in promoting security. 60 The two final issues that were to occupy the summit were not new ones, as the alliance had to deal with Afghanistan and Islamist extremism. On Afghanistan, the heads of state and government emphasized the 56 It is notably that Jens Stoltenberg in his first speech as Secretary-General, which he gave at the German Marshall 58 Richard Norton-Taylor, 'Nato barked, but will that help Ukraine, and help deter Putin?', Guardian, Sept. 7, 2014. http://www.theguardian.com/world/defence-and-security-blog/2014/sep/07/nato-ukraine-putin. 59 important role the alliance played in promoting peace, security and stability, while also recognizing that there is much that there is more to do, specifically in Resolute Support Mission, whereby NATO allies and partner nations provide not only financial support but continued training, advising and assisting to the Afghan security force after 2014. 61 The final issue was the Islamist extremism, with the leaders first noting the general danger that Islamist extremist pose to international and regional security, before linking it to the threat from the ISIL, leading NATO to declare that ISIS "poses a grave threat to the Iraqi people, to the Syrian people, to the wider region, and to our nations." 62 NATO's response to ISIL was multifaceted military engagement, but also supporting others to engage with ISIL so as to first contain it and then destroy it. 63 In sum, the Wales Declaration, which was one of the longest in NATO's history, identifies many issues that could potentially threaten the alliance, its allies and international security. These new and old threats demand two things: readiness and strength, which is why the NATO members have to engage in a costconscious defense spending based on burden sharing and multilateralism.
Common Defense and Security Policy
An important element in the European project is its security and defense identity, a controversial and challenging pillar, as states are loath to cede security and defense powers. This may explain why the Common Foreign and Security Policy (CFSP) and CSDP strive to balance national, transnational, and supranational interests, necessitates the development of frameworks and mechanisms to enhance the national, transnational, and supranational security and defense cooperation. The process towards a common defense and security gathered momentum in the 1990s. The Maastricht Treaty was a first step toward a framework for a European security identity that highlighted five key objectives: safeguard common values and fundamental interests; strengthen the security of the Union; preserve peace and strengthen international security; promote international cooperation; and develop and consolidate democracy and the rule of law. 64 In 1997, the Amsterdam Treaty introduced the Common Strategy concept and a year later at the Anglo-French Summit (St. Malo) the EU adopted a policy of addressing humanitarian crises and/or rescue missions through police support, legal discourse, disaster relief, meditation, development, peacekeeping, and crisis management. 65 the EU crystallized its view of security, taking the view that the root causes of insecurity is instability, which needs to be addressed through development, human rights, and good governance. 66 The emphasis on good governance is in reference to good democratic governance (social and political equality and representation, human rights protection, rule of law, and positive trade and development policies). 67 These are after all values that the EU aspires to and identifies itself as embodying. The 2008 ESS Review added cyber security, climate change, and pandemics as issues that the EU should pay attention to, within the ambit of building human security. 68 For ESS to work, the EU called for multilateralism because the issues are complex and cumbersome, needing the pooling and sharing of resources. 69 Accomplishing the ESS objectives has become easier with the creation of the High Representative of the Union for Foreign Affairs and Security Policy for the European Union and the founding of the EU's External Action Service (EAS), which is tasked with pursuing bilateral relations, both of which are products of the Lisbon Treaty. In other words, what was created at Lisbon was a mechanism for the EU to be proactive by not only calling for action but taking action, whether by addressing earthquake relief in Haiti or in responding to sectarian killing in the Central African Republic.
Lisbon has empowered the EU, enabling it to engage in over twenty humanitarian interventions, some of which are not authorized by Security Council, which further reinforces its desire to serve as an independent actor, in addition to participating and leading complex negotiations such as Iran's uranium-enrichment program and the Israeli-Palestinian conflict. The appointment of Federica Mogherini, as Catherine Ashton's successor, seems to suggest that the EU recognizes that its two key challenges for the immediate period is Islamist extremism and Russia. 70 Thus, in the post-Lisbon Treaty period, the EU is well on its way to becoming a global security actor, as many of the structural and bureaucratic barriers that previously inhibited its ability to do so were removed, 71 with the High Representative taking the position that Lisbon has remedied the gap between supply and demand of security. 72 
NATO as a Maritime Force: Providing Human Security
NATO has two major maritime operations, Active Endeavour and Ocean Shield, which represent one way for NATO to remain relevant in international relations and global security. The two operations are closely linked to the way naval policy is evolving in the twenty-first century as established and emerging naval powers strive to assert their position under the sun. 73 Threats from terrorists and pirates have become effective excuses for states and regional actors to announce their naval concerns and commitments as well as seek out allies. 74 This approach is seen most clearly in counter-piracy operations off the Somali coast where the EU (Operation Atalanta), NATO (Operation Ocean Shield), and various national navies such as Indian and Chinese operate, imposing greater interaction between the various actors. 75 Operation Active Endeavour began in 2001 as a reaction to 9/11. 76 Designed as a counter-terrorism operation with a specific geographical focus (Eastern Mediterranean), it not only seeks to deter and disrupt terrorist activity throughout the Mediterranean but it also provides rescue operations, addresses criminal activities, and adds another dimension to the Mediterranean Dialogue, which includes Algeria, Egypt, Israel, Jordan, Mauritania, Morocco and Tunisia -through coordination and cooperation mechanisms. 77 The Dialogue has two key dimensions: political and practical. On the political sides, the Dialogue establishes mechanism, regular ambassadorial-level meeting and working groups on a host of issues relevant to the security of the Mediterranean to ensure cooperative security. The practical aspect of the program involves workshops and other practical activities in the fields of modernization, civil emergency planning, crisis management, border security, small arms & light weapons, and scientific and environmental cooperation. Additionally, a strong focus is placed on how to address terrorism and the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction. Thus, the operation has evolved from a traditional security operations, to a mechanism that provides protection and as a tool to improve relations between the NATO members and the other countries, emphasizing once again, NATO's commitment to develop and build partnerships.
NATO's other key maritime operation is Ocean Shield, which evolved out of Operation Pearl: a NATO naval outreach operation designed to not only promote naval security but also forge ties with out-of-area states such as New Zealand, Australia, and Japan. 78 Operation Ocean Shield, whose purpose is to deter and disrupt piracy in the Gulf of Eden, was deployed in 2008 in response to the threats posed by Somali pirates to humanitarian aid, 79 international peace and security, 80 and the global economy. 81 Through this operation, NATO provides naval escort to vessels that seek it as they navigate the Gulf of Eden and the Horn of Africa. A key aim of the operation, beyond providing basic maritime security from pirates, is capacity building, which lies at the heart of the Alliance Maritime Strategy and Maritime Security Operations: cooperative security, deterrence, and crisis management. 82 To that end, the force has engaged public health education that includes education in Solar Water Disinfection (SODIS). 83 83 This is a low cost-method involving the filling of clear plastic bottle with water that may contain diarrhea-causing microbes. The bottle is exposed to direct sunlight (UV-light) for six hours, leading to purified, drinkable water. 'NATO counter-piracy force conducts public health education off the coast of Somalia', NATO Ocean Shield, Oct. 24, 2014. http://www.mc.nato.int/PressReleases/Pages/NATO-counter-piracy-force-conducts-public-health-education-off-thecoast-of-Somalia.aspx. a New Zealand naval forces 84 as part of Ocean Shield as well as conducting a joint counter-piracy with a Japanese destroyer to refine communication, tactical movements and procedures. 85 
Conclusion
The post-9/11 period has challenged NATO's approach to security. While on the one hand, the alliance has to ensure the security of its members, on the other hand, it has to face pressures from domestic, regional, and international politics. Undoubtedly, NATO has in its sixty years successfully reinvented its security identity, ensuring its continued relevance and use in global affairs and its status as the preeminent military alliance.
Nevertheless, the alliance increasingly has to contend with changes in the world and a changing security environment that cast doubts on its relevance.
Clearly, CDSP is NATO's most formidable adversary. European integration necessitates an enhanced single European defense and security identity, which is why even though French and British officials dismissed rumors about the possibility of the two countries sharing an aircraft carrier, budgetary concerns and the existence of a EU framework for specialization would naturally lead to defense harmonization and synchronization. 86 Moreover, the EU through the ESS and ESS Review is institutionalizing a human security agenda by focusing on non-traditional security concerns, which are by definition transnational in orientation, and is forging closer ties between the EU members, which NATO cannot compete with. This supra-national inter-governmentalism agenda 87 fits with the Union development-security nexus: attaining security necessitates engaging in development work, 88 while at the same time creates stronger bonds between the members. The EU's Atalanta Operation is a case in point. Although a voluntary operation in terms of contributions, it has led to the creation of the Maritime Security Centre Horn of Africa (MSCHOA), a web-based platform where shipowners update their position and register their vessels securely. By having secure chat-rooms that allow for interaction between various parties, the EU is asserting its security identity. 89 The EU's security agenda benefits from its ability to provide economic and political assistance through existing frameworks and EU technocrats, which empowers the union at the expense of the alliance.
NATO has shown incredible skills at adapting to changing world events and there is nothing to suggest that the alliance cannot once again reinvent itself. In taking a more human security agenda and due to the imprecision associated with the term, NATO can and should understood it as a concept rather than a manual.
Such an interpretation serves NATO well, permitting the alliance to its own view of human security.
Accordingly, NATO's interaction with human security discourse could manifests itself along two lines. First, focusing on human security allows NATO to expand its scope of functions to include climate change and natural disasters, 90 cybercrime, 91 humanitarian crises and population movements including refugees, 92 and many more emerging security threats. Second, in engaging in crisis management, a core task of the Alliance, which also calls for a military and non-military response, NATO can elevate individual suffering and address human insecurities. 93 By focusing on crisis management NATO can contain or reduce the crisis, and in doing so, it prevents large population movements, displacement, and insecurity which tend to directly impact the member states. However, an essential aspect is recognizing the need for a crisis management approach. In sum, the human security discourse permits NATO to draw on its goal of promoting neoliberal economic values, democracy, and freedom as a way to promote the security of its citizens. Nevertheless, to be successful in first transforming itself and second to remain useful and engaged in world affairs, NATO must address the presence of a CDSP, growing transatlantic discord, and most importantly the indifferent manner in which its members treat it. 90 See for example NATO's Euro-Atlantic Disaster Response Coordination Centre (EADRCC) and its Partnership for Peace Trust Fund Initiative both of which are designed to address environmental crises, leading NATO to join in 2004, the Environment and Security (ENVSEC) Initiative with the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP), the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP), the Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe (OSCE), the United Nations Economic Commission for Europe (UNECE) and the Regional Environment Center for Central and Eastern Europe (REC). 91 In 2008, NATO established the Cooperative Cyber Defence Centre of Excellence (CCD CoE) in Tallinn to provide research and training on cyber defence, specifically, enhance capability, cooperation and information sharing among NATO, NATO nations and partners. Four years later, NATO adopted the NATO Defence Planning Process aimed at providing a framework to harmonize national and Alliance defense planning activities in the realm of cyber. 92 During the October 2005 earthquake in Pakistan, NATO worked with the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees to provide humanitarian aid and relief. NATO delivered over 3,000 tons of relief, its field hospitals treated almost 4000 people whereas its mobile units treated over 3000 people; its engineers repaired roads, removed debris and provided clean water. 
